
Phonics Training 
Monday 28th September

Please have a pen and paper ready.



Complete this quick quiz…
1. What is a phoneme?
2. What is a digraph? 
3. What is a CVC word? 
4. What is a ‘trigraph’? 
5. How do you pronounce the phoneme ‘t’?
6. What is the difference between blending

and segmenting?
7. How many phonemes are there in the word 

‘stripe’?



Read this to yourself...

I pug h fintle bim litchen.

Wigh ar wea dueing thiss?

Ie feall sstewppide!



Aims
▪To equip you with new skills and 
understanding of how phonics is taught at 
school.

▪To support you in helping your children to 
learn how to read and write at home.



Enunciation
• Teaching phonics requires a 

technical skill in enunciation.

• Phonemes should be articulated 
clearly and precisely.



How to pronounce 
phonemes… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ksblMiliA8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ksblMiliA8


Phonic terminology

Definitions



Phoneme

A phoneme is the smallest unit of

sound in a word.

c-u-p c-a-t d-o-g



Count the phonemes
How many phonemes can you count in the following 
words when you say them out loud?

point book jumper



Grapheme

Letter(s) representing a phoneme (sound)

f ai igh

ph ay ie

ff a_e i_e



Blending

Recognising the letter sounds

in a written word, for example

c-u-p, and merging or synthesising

them in the order in which they

are written to pronounce the 

word ‘cup’.



Segmenting

Identifying the individual sounds in a spoken word

(e.g. h-i-m) and writing down or manipulating letters 
for each sound to form the word ‘him’.



A segmenting activity
Segment these words into their phonemes:

shelf
think         
sprint



Digraph
Two letters, which make one sound

A consonant digraph contains two consonants

sh ck th ll

A vowel digraph contains at least one vowel

ai ee ar oy



Three letters, which make one sound

igh    ure   air

Trigraph



Split digraph

A digraph in which the two letters are split 
by consonant.

make kite coke 



Consonant digraphs

ll ss ff zz
hill   puff fizz

sh ch th wh
ship chat   thin  when

ck ng    qu
fox    sing quick



Vowel digraphs

ar  ow ee  oi  ur
far  how  sheet  coin turn

igh  ai  oa  oo 
right  pain  boat  book  shoot



A basic principle 
The same phoneme can be represented in more than one way:

burn           first

term           heard

work



CVC Words

C consonant phoneme

V vowel phoneme

C consonant phoneme



CVC words 
Can you make a note of 3 CVC words?

b d th j f g h y c l m n

ng th p r s sh t ch v w z

ar o a ie ow e ai air oa i

eer ee or oy oo ure oo u ir



1. The best bets for representing /ae/ 
at the beginning and in the middle 
of a word are a-e and ai.

2. The best bet for representing /ae/ 
at the end of a word is ay.

Making a choice 
when writing



Common exception words
(High frequency words)

The majority of high frequency words 
are phonically regular.

Some exceptions – for example the and 
was – should be directly taught.

These are known as common exception 
words.



A phonics quiz
1. What is a phoneme?
2. What is a digraph? 
3. What is a CVC word? 
4. What is a ‘trigraph’? 
5. How do you pronounce the phoneme ‘t’?
6. What is the difference between blending

and segmenting?
7. How many phonemes are there in the word 

‘stripe’?



Upcoming date
Phonics screening check

Meeting in T3/T4



Thank you!


